Colloquium Series: The Arts amidst the new Growth: An Audacious Dream

Speaker:
Sanjna Kapoor, Director, Junoon Theatre

Date / Time:
April 12, 2012 - 3:15pm

Venue:
Room 307, Third Floor, Pixel B, APU

A Note on the Speaker:
Sanjna Kapoor is presently Director, Junoon Theatre. As Director of Prithvi Theatre between 1990 and 2012, she regularly curated exciting theatre calendar, challenged Mumbai theatre groups with festivals demanding new work, toured festivals, presented theatre at other Mumbai venues and introduced an arts outreach programme for children. She also expanded Prithvi Theatre into a broader cultural hub by bringing other disciplines (poetry, science, documentaries and short films, etc) into an ongoing Prithvi calendar, and running an art gallery to present young and established artists. Most recently she initiated the India Theatre Forum, an all-India network of theatre practitioners. Junoon is her platform to take her innovations for theatre to audiences beyond Prithvi.